Annual Event 2021 - Platter of Fun
Dear parents,
We will be hosting the annual event - Platter of Fun both virtually and offline this
year. Students of grade 5 to 10 will participate in a variety of events according to
their interest and talent (they can register for maximum 2 and minimum 1 event
in each category). The students will register for the events through a Google form
shared in this document. The finalists of each event will get an opportunity to
showcase their talent in the school auditorium.
1. Theme dressing- For std 5 & 6 only. The class teachers will share a theme
with the students the It is compulsory for all the students and the theme and
dates will be informed by the class teachers.
2. Platter of Fun -This event has two main categories and they are as
following:
A. Expressions:
Vibe with the Tribe – (Individual entry or with a partner)
This is the age of Social Media Influencers. Keeping this theme in mind we invite
the students to create a Vlog on a topic of their choice, which could be a cause
they believe in (save water, importance of reading/yoga/healthy eating etc).
Furthermore, they could create a vlog on an idea, e.g. how to follow Covid
protocols in school, a recipe, or a motivational talk, and lastly, they could create a
vlog about a product e.g. unboxing a toy/device, a book etc. The vlog should in
English and of 2 minutes only. Sample Video
Tongue Twisters – (Individual entry)
The students get an opportunity to showcase their language fluency by reciting
challenging tongue twisters. Sample video

Quiz time - (Team Event) Young readers are invited to demonstrate their
knowledge of the world of books, characters and authors. This will be a themebased quiz which will be informed by the teachers.
Ekpatri Prayog – Students can present an Ekpatri Skit in any language (Hindi,
Marathi or English) Sample video
JAM – Just a Minute -is a creative and fun way to showcase their speaking skills.
This team event will be in both Marathi and English (House-wise for Std 8 – 10)

2. Heart in Art
Face painting (Individual Entry and Theme based) Convince your family member
to be your canvas and paint their face on the theme of either kindness,
environment or nature. Share a video of you doing the artwork. Sample video
Photography (Theme based): The students will share the image of the given
theme along with the description of the image. It should be your original work.
Upgrade the Sneaker: The students will hand paint an old or a new pair of
sneakers and send a video of your work. Show the before and after of the
sneakers. Sample video
LOGO Designing (Theme Based): Art teachers will discuss this in the class.

Cupcake decoration: Christmas is just round the corner. Decorate a yummy
cupcake with creamy icing and bright sprinkles. The students will do a live demo
of decoration of a cupcake.

Wrap it up: Gifts are special and if wrapped creatively they add to our joy. The
students will present a live demo of the gift wrapping. Sample video
Upcycle art: Upcycle waste or trash and transform it into a new product. Share
the making of your product video. Students will also share the before and after
image. Sample Video
To participate in the events please fill the registration form
*Expressions -Form to register for events in Expressions
*Heart in Art -Form to register for the events in Heart in Art

Looking forward to the students participating in large numbers.

Pallavi Naik
Principal

